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LADRILLERA SANTAFÉ

#1 COLOMBIAN CLAY MANUFACTURER

Ladrillera Santafé is a Colombian company with over 60 years of history in the construction materials’ industry. We 
are the largest manufacturers of clay bricks and clay roof tiles in Colombia and one of the top five companies in 
the region.

We are the leaders in exporting clay roof tiles and our brand Santafé® is well known at an international level by 
architects, builders, installers, and homeowners. Our clay roof tiles are installed in various regions of the world, 
including North America, Central America, the Caribbean islands, South America, and Africa.

We have strong presence in the U.S. market, especially in Florida and other Sun Belt states, including Hawaii, 
where we have proudly installed more than 90 million roofing tiles over the past 25 years. Our brand Santafé – The 
Masters in Clay – is recognized by roofing contractors and installers as the No. 1 Clay Roof tile in the market.

Our portfolio is composed of innovative and high quality clay roof tiles that can be easily adjusted to the 
architectonic trends and the specific technical requirements of the markets in which we participate in. 

Apart of clay roof tiles, we also successfully export from Colombia pavers and façade clay products that enrich and 
increase the esthetic beauty and value of the international projects that are constructed with our products.
At Ladrillera Santafé we identify ourselves as leaders, pioneers, experts, and as trustworthy individuals.
 
For further information about Ladrillera Santafé, visit: www.santafe.com.co  

Santafé
L A D R I L L E R A
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1990

1993

TODAY

In 1990 Ladrillera Santafé seized a business 
opportunity in the roof tile industry, which allowed us 
to export our products to the United States, Central 
America, and the Caribbean. For this reason, as 
Ladrillera Santafé, we took the initiative of creating the 
international branch: “Santafé The Masters in Clay.”

Santafé Tile Corporation, a subsidiary company of 
Ladrillera Santafé, was established in Miami, Florida 
with its main objective of being closer to its clients. 
This allowed the company to understand at first hand 
the costumer needs 

At Santafé The Masters in Clay we prioritize our 
client's  satisfaction by constantly developing our 
innovative, trend setting, and high quality products. We 
accomplish this permanent development by offering 
our clay roof tiles in a variety of forms and colors, 
which allow us to engage in roofing projects, both for 
new construction or remodeling.Thanks to all 

SANTAFÉ 
TILE CORPORATION

OUR EVOLUTION AND MILESTONES

Santafé Tile Corporation, a subsidiary 
company of Ladrillera Santafé, was 
established in Miami, Florida with its main 
objective of being closer to its clients. This 
allowed the company to understand at first 
hand the costumer’s needs and 
requirements, which created a high quality 
and effective customer service experience. 
Consequently, Santafé was able to provide its 
roofing tile products to clients within the US 
through our national distribution channels#1 CLAY TILE IMPORTER 

 IN THE U.S.*

By strongly believing in its abilities to react and adapt 
to the markets requirements, Ladrillera Santafé 
invested in an automatic and efficient roof tile 
production plant that would use the highest quality 
Colombian clay as its raw material. 

and requirements, which created a high quality and 
effective customer service experience. Consequently, 
Santafé was able to provide its roofing tile products to 
clients within the US through our national distribution 
channels.

these achievements we are the leaders in the roof tile 
industry in the United States, Central America, and the 
Caribbean. Our products have even reached Chile, 
Hawaii, and Africa, which proves that Santafé The 
Masters in Clay has no geographical limits at an 
international level. Santafé The Masters in Clay is 
innovation, quality, service, support, and guarantee.
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COLOR

MAINTENANCE

WEIGHT

WATER  ABSORPTION

DURABILITY

BENEFITS OF CLAY

*Walking on roof tiles should be done by a professional installer or roofing contractor. Do not attempt to walk on the roof

STRENGTH

Clay roof tiles maintain their color over 
time. Santafé colors are achieved through a 
ceramic process that guarantees the color 
application  will not fade over time.

Clay roof tiles can last decades without any 
need for cleaning. If cleaning is indeed 
needed, the colors will NOT FADE away. 
Santafé tiles are known for being able to 
maintain their color and vibrancy over time.

Thanks to the benefits of clay and its 
manufacturing process, costumers can 
trust on acquiring a product that, if properly 
installed, can last a lifetime. This is 
achieved by using the adequate products 
for a high quality roofing system. 

Santafé clay roof tiles have low water 
absorption, meaning that it does not 
require for much maintenance (especially 
in humid weather areas).

Contrary to popular belief, clay roof tiles 
can be stronger than concrete tiles. 
Santafé clay roof tiles have higher 
transverse strength than concrete tiles, 
ranging from 750-1100 lbs (depending on 
the profile). And yes, you can even walk on 
the roof tiles!*

Roof tile weight is extremely important, 
especially when your objective is to replace 
a pre-existing roof. Santafé Spanish S clay 
roof tiles are considered light-weighted, 
having an average weight of 662 lbs/sq.
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PRODUCTS

SPANISH “S”

BÁLTICA COLLECTION

IMPERIAL

MISSION BARREL

ARTISAN BLEND

PRE-BLENDS

PRESTIGE COLLECTION

ACCESSORIES 
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SPANISH “S”

Spanish "S" Coffee, Coffee Fumé and Cocoa

SPECIFICATIONS

18”

11.3”

Height:   3.5” 
Weight:  6.9 lb

Pieces/Sq:  96 
Pieces/ Pallet:  600

Influenced by Spanish and Mediterranean architecture, 
the Spanish S tile emulates a traditional clay roof tile 
with only one piece. This makes it an affordable and 
easy to install product.

Santafé The Masters in Clay offers one of the widest 
color selections in this profile,  enabling the creation of 
unique roof tile designs. Options include single colors 
or exclusive pre-blends. 

6
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TERRA-MATTE COLORS

Peach Fumé Coffee Coffee Fumé Galeras

Pewter River Rock Charcoal

CocoaGaleras Fumé Oak Red Matte

Red Red Fumé Terra Nova Peach

PRODUCTS    |    SPANISH “S”

Inspired by Mother Nature, this particular color palette is a costumer favorite in both traditional and contemporary styles. 

Availability of colors may vary among profiles. If you have any questions contact us at: 1-888-305 TILE
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HIGH-MATTE FINISHES
Unique hues formulated to bring the natural landscape to your roof design

FUSION AND RUSTICAS FINISHES

Savannah FuméSavannahPraireAvocado

LagoonVerde Menta 3Verde Menta 2Verde Menta 1

Fusion TerraFusion SaharaFusion EmberFusion Canela

Rustica SandFusion JadeFusion BronzeFusion Tundra

Rustica SmokeRustica DuskRustica Desert
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Spanish “S” Rustica Smoke

PRODUCTS    |    SPANISH “S”

Influenced by the look of the effects of time, 
Fusion and Rustica colors give an old world 
appearance to a new or recently roof-tiled 
house, creating a perfect harmony between 
the tradional and contemporary styles.  
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Spanish "S" Bay Blue Glazed

10

UNIQUE
AND EXCLUSIVE
COLORS
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GLAZED FINISHES
PRODUCTS    |    SPANISH “S”

This color palette portrays a strong and unique statement through its bold hues, deep contrasts,  
and particular shine.

Santafé clay roof tiles may present some slight variations in color due to the inherent natural properties of clay products. For this      
   reason, minor differences in colors between products may arise. Printing limitations and screen variations may change the actual      
   color of our roof tiles. Therefore, we recommend the interest parties to request a full sample before ordering. 

OceanFusion MistiqueFusion PatinaPacific Blue

EucalyptusAvocado GlossMarineUltramarine

BlackFrostTerra Cotta GlossMustard

Fusion CopperAmazonPraire GlossBay Blue

Marlin
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BÁLTICA COLLECTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Height:   .6” 
Weight:  6.8 lb

Pieces/Sq:  131 
Pieces/ Pallet:  640

. 

Báltica Tile Coffee Fumé and Coffee

14”

11”

Inspired by the beauty of the slate and wood shakes, this profile 
emulates a perfectly balanced design between the traditional, the 
modern and the natural. Choose a single color, create a unique 
combination of colors or add texture with the “fume” options, in 
order for your design to be in harmony with the personality of the 
project. This style comes in different hues, from natural-earthy 
tones, to exclusive blues and greens.  

Thanks to its inter-locking system, this profile allows an easy 
installation and an exclusive finish. Due to the nature of the 
manufacturing process, this model is not completely flat. 
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PRODUCTS    |    BÁLTICA COLLECTION

Santafé Báltica Tile has a smooth appearance. This profile may present some natural color and dimensional variations that enhances its aesthetics as a slate or shingle tile.    

Coffee Coffee Fumé Cocoa Pewter

SlateOak Lagoon Vintage Green

Red Red Fumé Galeras Galeras Fumé
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IMPERIAL

Imperial Cocoa

SPECIFICATIONS

18”

11.3”

Height:   2.0” 
Weight:  6.6 lb

Pieces/Sq:  96 
Pieces/ Pallet:  600

This tile profile is the evolution of the traditional roman tile 
and was developed to provide a modern look by mixing the 
flat and curvy appearances. This tile allows for an easy and 
fast installation and is offered  at an affordable price, which 
makes Imperial tile the ideal product for any project.
 
Colors vary from terracotta, passing through galeras to 
cocoa. Custom colors are available on special orders.
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Imperial Blend: Red, Red Fumé, Peach and Cocoa

PRODUCTS    |    IMPERIAL

Galeras Cocoa

Red Red Fumé
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MISSION BARREL

SPECIFICATIONS

Height:   2.5"-3.1" 
Weight:  5.3 lb

Pieces/Sq:  160
Pieces/ Pallet:  630

Mission Barrel Peach Fumé and Red Fumé

18”

7.7"-8.5"

Santafé’s Mission Barrel tile is inspired by the traditional 
architecture of the Mediterranean and the origins of clay 
roof tiles. Technology and history blend into one, creating a 
beautiful and sustainable ceramic product with colors that 
stand the test of time.

The Mission Barrel tile creates an aesthetically attractive 
and natural roof, with dark colors like cocoa, to its 
terracotta, peaches and fume options.
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*Certain colors only

Installation Tip:
You will need 160 pieces 
per square: 
80 covers and 80 pans

Cover Pan*

2- Pieces 
Mission Barrel: 

Mission Barrel Red

PRODUCTS    |    MISSION BARREL
TERRA-MATTE COLORS

From dark cocoa, reds, peaches, and flashes from its “fumé” options, the mission barrel tile creates a roof that 
is aesthetically attractive and natural

GalerasRed

Galeras Fumé

Red Fumé

Cocoa

Coffee

Peach

Coffee Fumé

Peach Fumé
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ARTISAN BLEND HANDMADE
MISSION BARREL TILES

SPECIFICATIONS

Height:   3.0" 
Weight:  6.8 lb

Pieces/Sq: 180  
Pieces/ Pallet:  560

This is the most rustic and authentic clay roof tile 
that one can acquire. Each piece is manufactured 
by Colombian artisan hands through the traditional 
Colombian process, creating a variation of natural 
colors, which are unique to each tile. The high 
quality standard of this product is recognized at an 
international level. Due to this natural handmade 
process, we can guarantee a wide range of tone 
variations, making each piece differentiate from one 
another. Santafé recommends customers to request 
samples as reference. 

Artisan Blend

18”

7.0"-9.0"
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The Artisan Handmade Mission Barrel Tile comes in a mixed variety of colors, which are achieved through 
its natural process and inherent natural properties of the clay that is being used. This natural random 
color variation is what makes this tile so unique and beautiful. Not one tile is the same as another, since 
each individual piece has a particular hue.

PRODUCTS    |    ARTISAN BLEND 
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Inspired by the natural colors from the 
Colombian landscape and the different trends of 
the global architecture, Santafé developed 
various color options known as Pre-Blends that 
will make a roof unique.

For more ideas and inspiration, visit 
www.santafetile.com.

.

Spanish "S" Custom blend: Galeras, 
Galeras Fumé and Red Fumé

PRE-BLENDS

Spanish "S" Custom blend: Cocoa, Red Fumé and Red 

EXPRESS YOUR 
UNIQUENESS
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PRODUCTS    |    PRE-BLENDS

Cartagena
50% Red, 30% Red Fumé, 10% Galeras Fumé, 

10% Peach Fumé

Tayrona
25% Red, 25% Red Fumé, 25% Galeras, 

25% Galeras Fumé

St. Augustine
50% Red, 50% Red Fumé

Ritz
40% Red Fumé, 40% Galeras, 20% Red

Cocora Valley 
40% Coffee, 40% Coffee Fumé, 20% Cocoa

Use a Pre-Blend or 
create your own blend. 

With Santafé's colors, the 
options are unlimited
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PRESTIGE COLLECTION
FREEZE-THAW RESISTANT

Red Red Fumé Galeras Coffee Fumé

Báltica custom blend: Galeras, Galeras Fumé, Coffee and Coffee Fumé

Cocoa Coffee Galeras Fumé
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Spanish "S" Galeras Prestige

Red Red Fumé Cocoa Coffee

Coffee Fumé Galeras Galeras Fumé

PRODUCTS    |    PRESTIGE COLLECTION

Santafé Prestige Collection is ideal for those living in 
regions of extreme cold temperatures. Prestige clay roof 
tiles meet and exceed the international ASTM C1167-96 
norms for Grade 1 tiles and pass the freeze-thaw 
resistance tests. These tiles are offered in Spanish S and 
Báltica collection profiles.
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ACCESSORIES

24

The uniqueness of each piece can be attributed to the artisan’s effort, passion, and dedication in the production 
process.

Not only are accessories an essential part of the roof system, but they also contribute to the final aesthetical 
touch. Santafé  have one of the most complete collections of clay accessories in the market.

MADE PIECE-BY-
PIECE BY ARTISAN 
HANDS 
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1

3
2

4

5

8

7

6

1  Universal  Hip      
    Ridge & Rake

2  3-Way Apex

3  4-Way Apex

4  Three Piece   
     Lantern
      (for Spanish "S")

5  Ridge End

6  Hip Starter

7  Eave Closure

8  Top Fixture

ACCESSORIES

For more information visit santafetile.com

Universal Hip 
Ridge & RakeProfile

Mission 
Barrel 
(Pan)

Spanish 
“S”

Mission  
Barrel 
(Cover) 

3-Way
Apex

4-Way
Apex

Hip
Starter

Ridge
End

Eave 
Closure

Top 
Fixture Three Piece Lantern

Imperial X

Hip Ridge Rake

X

XX

XX

XBaltica XXXXXX X
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Size
Length x Width x Height (in)

19.0  x  7.7 - 8.6  x  2.5 - 3.2

18.0  x  11.3  x  3.5

18.0  x  11.3  x  2.0

14.0  x  11.0  x  0.6

18.0  x  7.0 - 9.0  x  3.0

18.0  x  7.7 - 8.5  x  2.5 - 3.1

Coverage
Pieces per Sq. (units)*

154-161

96.0

96.0

131.0

180.0

154-161

Weight
Unit (lbs)  |  Per Square (lb)

5.3  |  816

6.9   |  662 

6.6  |  634  

6.8  |  825

6.8  |  1224

5.3  |  816

Pieces/Pallet

630

600

600

640

560

630

Profile

Mission Barrel 
(Pan)

Spanish “S”

Imperial

  Báltica Tile

 Artisan Tile

Mission Barrel 
(Cover) 

TECHNICAL DATA Visit us at santafetile.com for information on Notices of Approval

*depends on overlap
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SUSTAINABILITY, PART OF OUR  
COMPANY'S MISSION
For us, sustainability is a crucial and relevant value through wich we hope to fulfill the following pillars.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY INNOVATION 

01 02ENVIRONMENTAL  IMPACT

03 04

To guarantee a high quality product by 
closely monitoring each phase of the 
production process. From raw materials to 
final product. 

The continuous implementation of preventive 
actions that would mitigate and compensate 
for any environmental impact, generating a 
harmonic relationship with nature.

By understanding the specific needs of the 
communities where Ladrillera Santafe has 
direct impact, our social responsibility 
team implements programs to improve the 
quality of life and wellness of our 
neighbors.

Develop products and constructive 
solutions that satisfy the needs of the 
markets through the implementation of 
new technologies and the use of new raw 
materials.
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LADRILLERA SANTAFÉ S.A.
Carrera 9 # 74-08 Piso 6
Bogotá D.C. Colombia
Phone: 571-3190330
Fax: 571-2172634
Email: export@santafe.com.co

SANTAFÉ TILE CORP. 
8825 NW 95th Street
Medley, Florida 33178 USA 
Phone: 305-885-9002
Toll Free: 1-888-305-TILE (8453)
Fax: 305-888-0050
Email: info@santafetile.com

www.santafetile.com     |     www.santafe.com.co 


